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Abstract— In this study we consider coherent processing for 
time reversal microwave imaging for breast cancer detection. We 
derive coherent time reversal standard Capon beamformer      
(C-TR-SCB) and coherent time reversal robust Capon 
beamformer (C-TR-RCB) and compare their imaging 
performances for breast cancer detection in anatomically 
realistic heterogeneous 3-D breast phantoms. 
Index Terms— time reversal, coherent focusing, wavefield 
modeling, standard Capon beamformer, robust Capon 
beamformer, breast cancer, microwave imaging. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Microwave radar imaging [1-3] as well as tomography [4-
6] have been actively considered for breast cancer detection. 
Time reversal imaging belongs to a class of radar imaging that 
is suitable for imaging in cluttered heterogeneous media [7-
11]. Breast cancer detection becomes increasingly challenging 
with increasing breast density as the dielectric property 
contrast between malignant and healthy, dense glandular 
tissues is quite low [12, 13].  
In time reversal imaging for the detection of breast cancer, 
ultrawideband pulses are radiated from the antenna elements 
into the breast and the received backscattering responses are 
collected at the receiver antenna elements which are usually 
arranged in a multi-static configuration around the breast. The 
dense breasts form a highly cluttered medium, which may 
introduce random phase variations in the backscattering 
responses from the tumors leading to non-uniform signal 
subspace over the entire bandwidth. As a result, for 
conventional frequency domain time reversal imaging, when 
the received responses are processed incoherently, imaging 
performance deteriorates due to increasing clutter from tissue 
heterogeneity.  
In this paper, we propose to investigate the advantages of 
coherent processing for time reversal imaging that incorporates 
minimum variance beamforming techniques when employed 
for breast cancer detection in denser breasts. The performance 
of conventional time reversal standard Capon beamformer 
(TR-SCB) and the time reversal robust Capon beamformer 
(TR-RCB) [14] get deteriorated due to the effects of clutter and 
heterogeneity of the breast medium. To overcome these 
effects, we propose to derive coherent-TR-SCB (C-TR-SCB) 
and coherent-TR-RCB (C-TR-RCB) imaging techniques and 
compare their imaging performance to detect breast cancer in 
heterogeneous breasts employing MRI derived, anatomically 
realistic, 3-D numerical breast phantoms [10].Our simulation 
results indicate that coherent TR-RCB (C-TR-RCB) has 
superior imaging performance in heterogeneous breast 
medium.  
II. FORMULATION  FOR TIME REVERSAL IMAGING 
Let us consider a cylindrical antenna array consisting of N 
antenna elements in a 3-D bounded region. We assume that 
there are P targets embedded in the background medium with 
known dielectric properties. The targets are assumed to be 
small spherical isotropic dielectric spheres. The dielectric 
tensor of the p-th target is given as x y zp p p pε ε ε ε= = = .  The 
multistatic matrix thus can be expressed as   
 2
T
σ= +K χ IG G  (1) 
where, χ is 3P×3P a matrix representing the polarization 
tensors of the P targets, G  is a 3N×3P matrix obtained from 
the background medium green’s function and σ2 is the noise 
variance of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 
The time reversal operator (TRO) can be interpreted as the 
covariance matrix [15] and  defined in frequency domain as 
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In frequency domain, conventional, time reversal imaging, 
the whole ultrawideband is divided into a number of narrow 
frequency bins and imaging is performed using the TRO at 
each frequency bin which are then combined to obtain the 
ultrawideband time reversal image. As increased tissue clutter 
and heterogeneity produces random phase variation, the signal 
subspace of TRO becomes non-uniform over the 
ultrawideband frequency range. 
III. COHERENT FOCUSING FOR TRO 
In coherent time reversal imaging approach, the individual 
TROs at each frequency bin are coherently focused to result in 
a coherently focused TRO (C-TRO). When time reversal 
imaging is carried using C-TRO, the coherently focused 
energy results in stronger focusing intensity at the target 
location compared to non-coherent time reversal imaging. 
Coherent time reversal minimum variance beamforming was 
first proposed in [14] for 2-D acoustic imaging which 
employed the focusing matrix derived using the coherent 
signal subspace method. Here, we propose a different 
approach to derive the coherent focusing matrix using 
wavefield modeling method [16]. Considering the locations of 
P embedded targets to be uniformly distributed independent 
discrete random variables, we compute the focusing matrix, 
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where, {.}oEr  is the expectation operator and .  denotes the 
Frobenius norm. The focusing matrix is computed by 
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 where, F is the array sampling matrix obtained using the 
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Now we can use C-TRO in (5) over a limited number of 
focused frequency bins for imaging rather than using all the 
frequency bins.  
 
A. Coherent Time Reversal Standard Capon Beamformer 
The incoherent TRO at each frequency bin when coupled 
with the covariance matrix of the standard Capon beamformer 
(SCB) results in TR-SCB. Instead of using incoherent TRO at 
each frequency bin, we propose to employ the C-TRO with 
SCB to obtain coherent TR-SCB (C-TR-SCB). The array 
weight vector, w for C-TR-SCB can then be estimated as 




w T w w g r  (6) 
where, g  is the Green’s function vector of the background 
medium. The imaging function for C-TR-SCB is given by 
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B. Coherent Time Reversal Robust Capon Beamformer 
The RCB modifies SCB to minimize the sensitivity to 
array steering vector mismatch [14]. The robustness is 
achieved by considering the uncertainty about steering vector. 
For time reversal imaging, the TR-RCB can be superior to 
TR-SCB as it is less sensitive to green’s function vector 
mismatch. We derive robust estimator for 2σ  from the C-



























g T g g g  (9) 
Using the Lagrange multiplier methodology [14], the 
weight vector, w can be estimated for C-TR-RCB imaging. 
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IV. FDTD SIMULATION USING NUMERICAL BREAST 
PHANTOMS 
We employ FDTD simulation using anatomically realistic 
numerical breast phantoms obtained from UWCEM breast 
phantom repository [9]. We use a cylindrical antenna array 
consisting of 5×23 UWB antenna elements to record the 
scattered field response from the breast. We consider ideal 
antenna elements for simulation. We use a differentiated 
Gaussian pulse excitation with a 3dB bandwidth 1-5GHz. The 
FDTD grid size is set to 0.5mm in all directions and 
computational domain is truncated using perfectly matched 
layer (PML) boundary. It is assumed that the patient is lying in 
supine position and the breast is inserted into the cylindrical 
array. We consider single pole Debye parameters [12, 13] to 
model the dispersive dielectric properties of different breast 
tissues. The dielectric map of a heterogeneously dense (C3) 
breast phantom at 3GHz along with the simulation set-up is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. A 10mm sized malignant tissue (tumor) is 
inserted into a pre-determined location in the breast to mimic a 
patient with breast cancer. In order to reduce mismatches from 
the breast skin, the breast phantom and the antenna array are 
assumed to be immersed into a coupling liquid. A C3 breast 
may contain upto 75% glandular tissue content while a breast 
with scattered heterogeneity (C2) is composed of upto 50% 
glandular tissues. We consider both C2 and C3 breast 
phantoms for simulations. Once the scattered fields are 
obtained, we remove the skin reflection from early time 
response as described in [11]. The artifact free scattered 





Fig. 1. A heterogeneously dense (C3) breast phantom (a) dielectric map,   
(b) simulation set-up. 
V. RESULTS 
Firstly, we compare the results obtained from conventional 
and coherently processed TR-SCB, TR-RCB for a C2 breast 
phantom as shown in Figs. 2-3. It can be observed that the 
TR-SCB image has peak intensity near the actual tumor 
location indicated using the spherical inclusion. However, 
there are strong side lobes outside the region of focus. The 
coherent version, viz., C-TR-SCB obtains an improved 
imaging performance compared with TR-SCB, as the side 






Fig. 2. Breast cancer detection in C2 phantom using TR-SCB imaging (a) 3-D 







Fig. 3. Breast cancer detection in C2 phantom using TR-SCB imaging (a) 3-D 
view, (b) coronal cut, C-TR-SCB imaging (c) 3-D view, (d) coronal cut. 
 
It can also be observed that the TR-SCB cannot accurately 
estimate the tumor location as there are multiple high intensity 
peaks away from the actual tumor location. On the other hand, 
the C-TR-SCB provides improved imaging results as side 
lobes decrease considerably and peak image intensity is 
focused closer to the true tumor location compared to that of 
TR-SCB. Now consider the TR-RCB. As shown in Fig. 3, it 
obtains superior imaging performance as the side lobes are 
considerably weaker and tumor location can be quite 
accurately estimated. The C-TR-RCB further improves the 
performance as it reduces the effects of clutter which is 






Fig. 4. Breast cancer detection in C3 phantom using TR-SCB imaging (a) 3-D 







Fig. 5. Breast cancer detection in C3 phantom using TR-RCB imaging (a)3-D 
view, (b) coronal cut, C-TR-RCB imaging (c) 3-D view, (d) coronal cut. 
 
Now let us consider the imaging results for the C3 breast 
phantom. A C3 breast contains higher amounts of dense 
glandular tissues than C2 breast and hence poses higher 
challenges for microwave imaging. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
TR-SCB image has peak intensity away from the actual tumor 
location and shows multiple high intensity peaks as well. This 
is due to the scattering from of higher amounts of dense 
glandular tissues in the C3 breast. The proposed C-TR-SCB 
shows improved imaging performance compared to TR-SCB 
although there are some strong side lobes present. For C-TR-
SCB, most importantly the peak intensity region is closer to 
the actual tumor location in the image. 
TR-RCB and C-TR-RCB imaging results for the C3 breast 
phantom are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed from Fig. 
5(a)-(b) that TR-RCB provides superior imaging performance 
compared to TR-SCB in spite of significantly high side lobes 
arising from highly cluttered C3 breast tissue medium. 
However, C-TR-RCB provides satisfactory imaging results as 
the highest intensity of the image is in the close vicinity of the 
actual tumor location. Remarkably C-TR-RCB image shows 
the least amounts of side lobes among the techniques 
compared here. The images in Figs. 2-5 have been obtained at 
SNR=40dB. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The imaging results demonstrate the requirement for 
coherent focusing for time reversal imaging for breast cancer 
detection. It is clearly observed that non-coherent TR-SCB 
and TR-RCB performs poorly compared to coherent 
techniques C-TR-SCB and C-TR-RCB in both C3 and breast 
phantoms. However, the coherent imaging performance is 
considerably superior for C3 breast phantom compared to C2 
breast phantom. This is because of the presence of higher 
amounts of dense glandular tissues in the C3 breast. Hence, 
coherent imaging can be useful when the breast tissue 
heterogeneity is higher. It is also found that the performance 
of TR-RCB and its coherent counterpart is superior as they are 
less sensitive to mismatch of Green’s functions. Although the 
actual breast tissue medium is heterogeneous, an equivalent, 
virtual homogeneous medium is employed for using synthetic 
time reversal imaging. In general, the actual breast tissue 
heterogeneity is unknown and it is also quite challenging to 
derive the Green’s function of the breast medium even if the 
breast heterogeneity is known. This mismatch in Green’s 
functions result in a small bias in tumor location estimation 
for both TR-RCB and C-TR-RCB imaging techniques. 
However, the C-TR-RCB obtains tumor location with a 
reasonable accuracy and greatly eliminates high side lobes 
resulting from glandular tissue scattering. We can conclude 
that coherent processing can help to reduce the detrimental 
effects arising from strong clutter in the imaging medium. 
Coherent processing also reduces the computational burden as 
imaging is carried out only for the coherently focused bin 
instead of imaging at each frequency bin.  
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